
Hello, I'm
Montana Rae

SOCIAL MEDIA CREATOR & BLOGGER
CMS CERTIFIED SOMMELIER

WSET LEVEL III
HOME CHEF

Creative Food, Beverage, & Lifestyle
My passion for food, wine, and fine beverages began as a child growing up in a restaurant.
Throughout my career, I have made education and relatability a cornerstone in my approach to
hospitality. I focus on the guest experience, whether in-person or online through social media. 

My goal with every piece of content is to provide my audience and partners with genuine value and
entertainment to deepen their understanding of the topics and brands I present. 
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477

Posts

100%

Replies to
comments/DMs

9,906

Followers

@ M O N T A N A . R A E . S O M M E L I E R

22.1K Accounts Reached (last 90 days)
8,142 Accounts Engaged (last 30 days)
8,142 Content Interactions (last 90 days)

EMPRESS GINRAEBURN WINESASPEN RIDGEBONTERRA

RECENT COLLABORATIONS
KOME COLLEC.

https://www.instagram.com/tv/CaLMrqpF94Y/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/reel/CiLXUMUJQVg/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/reel/CfUMGjHjYuC/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/reel/CfZRy5yD4-f/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/reel/CfweXZxjgeV/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/montana.rae.sommelier/


SAMPLES
Please ship samples to:
Montana Rae Neiley c/o UPS Store
2255 Sheridan Blvd, Unit C,
Edgewater CO 80214 USA

Collaboration Services

INSTAGRAM POST
static feed post of 1-5 slides + 2-3 stories + analytics

$350+

montana@thewineship.com www.thewineship.com @montana.rae.sommelier

INSTAGRAM REEL
reel up to 60 seconds + 2-3 stories + analytics

$350+

Pricing is based on industry standard practices concerning
brand representation and collaboration guidelines. All
offerings require samples and a service contract and include
reasonable revisions to content and copy. I reserve the right to
cancel any agreement if the product does not meet the
standards of quality I promise my audience.

INSTAGRAM + BLOG
POST COMBO
feed post or reel + blog post of 500+ words + 2-3
stories + analytics

$450+

INSTAGRAM + BLOG/
RECIPE COMBO
feed post or reel + blog post of 500+ words with
recipe + 2-3 stories + analytics

$650+

TRAVEL, EVENTS, & MORE!
Let me know what you have in mind and I'll
create something special just for your brand!

PROGRAMS INCLUDE A SUITE OF RAW AND EDITED
PHOTOGRAPHY FOR FUTURE USE BY THE CLIENT

INSTAGRAM REEL +
PRODUCT REVIEW
reel up to 60 seconds + 2-3 stories + analytics

$400+

+ grocery stipend

http://www.thewineship.com/
https://www.instagram.com/montana.rae.sommelier/

